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Abstract: During the last decade Computational
Intelligent methods have been employed to ad-
dress problems arising in the field of Biomedicine.
Artificial Neural Networks constitute one of the
most widely used Computational Intelligence
methods. The supervised training of Artificial
Neural Networks amounts to the global minimiza-
tion of the network error function. Memetic Al-
gorithms (MAs) comprise a family of population–
based, heuristic, search algorithms designed to
perform global optimization. MAs have been suc-
cessfully applied in difficult optimization prob-
lems with considerable success. In this contribu-
tion, we propose a Memetic Algorithm as a neural
network training method. The performance of the
proposed algorithm is evaluated on problems from
the field of Biomedicine.

1 Introduction
Biomedical engineering is an interdisciplinary

field which not only integrates fundamental scientific
knowledge with medicine and biology, but also stim-
ulates the interaction of engineers from all the tra-
ditional disciplines. From its early days it focused
on the development of medical devices. Nowadays,
biomedical engineering has developed into a field
of extreme breadth and diversity. Biomedical engi-
neers may work to develop improved materials for
implantable artificial organs, write software to ana-
lyze medical data, or study biological fluid dynamics.

In this work we focus on the analysis of medical
data using computational intelligent techniques for
diagnosis. The medical data were obtained from [3].

They consist of two datasets concerning benign and
malignant breast cancer and the angiographic disease
status of the heart. Both of them are classification
tasks.

To address these classification tasks we employ
Artificial Neural Networks. An Artificial Neural Net-
work (ANN) is an information processing paradigm
that is inspired by the information processing func-
tions of biological nervous systems, such as the brain.
The key element of this paradigm is the novel struc-
ture of the system. It is composed of a large number
of highly interconnected processing elements (neu-
rons) working in unison to solve specific problems.

An important issue in Neural Network training is
the global minimization of the error function, i.e. the
minimization of the discrepancy between the desired
and the computed output of the Network. The aim is
to determine a set of weights which minimizes this er-
ror function. Training Neural Networks is a difficult
task because the error function is complex and further
it is characterized by a multitude of local minima.
We propose the use of a new Memetic Algorithm for
Neural Network training. MAs are population-based
heuristic search methods for global optimization.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 is devoted to MAs, in section 3 we give a short
description of our method, in Section 4 we present
experimental results, and the paper ends with con-
cluding remarks in Section 5.

2 Memetic Algorithms
Memetic Algorithms are population-based

heuristic search algorithms for global optimization.



MAs are inspired by models of adaptation in natural
systems that combine evolutionary adaptation of
individuals with individual learning within a lifetime.
Individual learning in this context is usually a local
search method. MAs which use local search are
called Local Based Memetic Algorithms (LS-based
MAs) [1] and they have been successfully applied
in difficult optimization problems, and especially
in combinatorical optimization problems. We give
below a general description of an LS-based MA:

Begin
Population Initialization
LocalSearch
Evaluation
Repeat

Recombination
Mutation
LocalSearch
Evaluation
Selection

Until termination criterion is satisfied
Return best solution
End

Next we explain the pseudocode of the LS-based
MA. First the population is initialized usually with
some random values. LocalSearch is the Local
Search method that is executed by an individual.
The Evaluation function assigns to the individual the
value of the objective function of the optimization
problem under consideration. The Recombination
function recombines two selected individuals from
the population to produce a new individual. The Mu-
tation function applies a mutation operator to a se-
lected individual from the population. The Selection
function chooses which individuals will continue to
the next generation. The termination criterion can be
a number of generations, or the value of an error goal
that has to be reached.

In a previous work [2] we have used an LS-based
MA which used the Differential Evolution (DE) al-
gorithm [5] as the global search method and Random
Walk with Direction Exploitation as the Local Search
Method [4]. In this contribution, we propose an LS-
based MA which uses the DE algorithm as the global
search method and in each iteration we apply as a
local search method a local version of the DE algo-
rithm.

3 Method Description
In the following subsections we will give a short

description of the DE algorithm and the local version
of the DE algorithm.

3.1 Differential Evolution

DE is a population based algorithm for global op-
timization. It has been successfully applied in vari-
ous optimization problems. The � th individual of the
population at the � th generation is denoted as ���� . A
brief description of the workings of the algorithm is
provided immediately below.

Step 1. Initialize the individuals of the population
with random values. Set values to the mu-
tation factor � and the crossover factor
CR. These constants take values in the in-
terval 	 
����� .

Step 2. (Mutation Step) Mutate each individual ����
(called the target individual), of the pop-
ulation to form a trial individual �������� , by
applying one of the following operators,

���������� ��� ���� ����� �"!�$# ���&%�(' DE1
�������� � ��� �� � ����� � �� # ���&!� ' DE2

�)��*�+� � � best� � ����� � �� # � �"!� ' DE3

�������� � � �� � ����� �� # � best� '"�
� ���,��� ��$# � �&!�-' DE4

� �������� � best�.� ���,� � ��/# � �&!�('"�
� ���,���&%� # � �"0� ' DE5

where 1�2�3154��"1768�3179 are random integers
satisfying 1�;:� 154<:� 1=6/:� 179>:� �?:�@�A=B�C

. The index
@�A=B�C

is used to repre-
sent the individual with the lowest function
value in the current population.

Step 3. (Crossover step) For each element of the
trial individual, �������� , obtain a random
value 1 in the interval 	 
8���� . If 1EDGFIH ,
� ������J� � ������ , else � �������� � �� .

Step 4. (Selection step) For each individual of
the population � ������ evaluate its function
value. If this value is lower than that of
the target individual �K�� , then the individual
�������� replaces the target individual in the



next generation. Otherwise the target indi-
vidual is retained in the next generation. If
the termination criterion is not satisfied go
to Step 2.

3.2 Local Differential Evolution
We use as a local search method a local version

of the DE algorithm. Assume �K� to be an individual
of the population which has been selected to execute
a local search method for some iterations. A number
of random vectors is generated and added to ��� to
produce new temporary individuals. Then ��� acts as
the target vector and all the steps of the DE algorithm
are applied using the produced individuals.

3.3 The proposed method
The resulting memetic algorithm combining the

aforementioned methods is,

Step 1. Initialize the individuals of the population
with random values. Set values to the mu-
tation factor � and the crossover factor
CR. These constants take values in the in-
terval 	 
����� .

Step 2. For each individual � � of the population
perform a local DE algorithm for some it-
erations.

Step 3. Perform the mutation step of the DE.

Step 4. Perform the crossover step of DE.

Step 5. Perform the selection step of DE. If the
termination criterion is not satisfied go to
Step 2.

4 Experimental Results
We give below some implementation details for

the test problems and we present the experimental re-
sults in Tables.

Cancer1: For the problem Cancer1 an architec-
ture L – 9 – 4 – 4 was used for the ANNs. For all the DE
operators various population sizes were tested and
we concluded that a population size of 92
 individu-
als gives the best performance. When the DE was
equipped with a local search method a population ofM

individuals was used. Only the two individuals with
the lowest error function value executed local search.

The local search method was executed for N iterations
with mutation factor equals 
8O P and crossover factor

�O M ; the DE2 operator was used. The termination cri-
terion was an error goal of 
8O 
262N or N5
2
 generations.

Heart1: For the problem Heart1 for the ANN an
architecture 6)N –

M
– 4 was used. For all the DE opera-

tors various population sizes were tested and a pop-
ulation of 92
 individuals produced the best perfor-
mance. For the MA a population of Q
 individuals
was used. As before, only the two individuals with
the lowest error function value executed local search.
The local search method was executed for

M
iterations

with mutation factor equals 
8O N and crossover factor

�OSR ; the DE2 operator was used. The termination cri-
terion was the error goal 
8OT or NU
U
 generations.

We measured the function evaluations and classi-
fication error and also calculated the average (Mean),
standard deviation (Stdev), maximum (Max) and
minimum (Min) values for each problem over NU
 ex-
periments.

Table 1: FE Cancer1 problem
Algorithm � CR Max Min Mean Stdev
DE1 
�O PV
8O L$RU4=9WXYNU4��6U
 M UO 
U
ZY
59268O NU6
DE2 
�O[4X
8O M L8Y4�\4U4=9WJ92P2LUL�O 92
Z7N2R=68O 62

DE3 
�O PV
8O[R]4U
U
8^PU
8VQ
26�UO 92
_4UL24�OTQ9
DE4 
�OSRI
8O M 4U
U
8`N5P8VQ
 M N�O M 
a62
59WO 6 M
DE5 
�O[NX
8O P]929U9W M 9WV7RU45
�O[45
 M N5P8O P)4
LDE1 
�O PV
8O L<N M L)NaPUL)NbQ
 M 98O[N5PcR�YN�O P26
LDE2 
�O[4X
8O M YP2N2NcR�7NbQ
2P M O LUP_4U
U
8O[R�
LDE3 
�O PV
8O[R/Y
)R M 6ULU9ed�f�f�O g�hi7N2R�O N)R
LDE4 
�OSRI
8O M f�gjf�k/ljf�kmP2N�UO P M f�n�hjOSo8d
LDE5 
�O[NX
8O Pp2�9Wq987NrR54598O P59sYP)R�O 459

In Tables 1, 3 the function evaluations performed
by the algorithms on the two test problems are pre-
sented. The algorithms that use a combination of
global and local search (LDE) clearly outperform the
ones which use only the global search (DE). Tables 2
and 4 exhibit the results of the classification error
achieved by the algorithms. For the heart problem
there was not a significant difference between the al-
gorithms, but for the Cancer problem the LDE al-
gorithms had a better performance than the standard
DE.



Table 2: CE Cancer1 problem
Algorithm � CR Max Min Mean Stdev
DE1 
�O Pt
�O Lu9WO 
)4tg�O[gWg 4�O[456 
�O M 6
DE2 
�O[4v
�O M 9WO 
)4tg�O[gWg 4�O[4UN 
�O M N
DE3 
�O Pt
�OSRw9WO 
)4u
8O N)R 4�O 
UL 
�OSR=6
DE4 
�OSRx
�O M 9WO P2
y
8O N)R 4�O 
)R 
�O LU6
DE5 
�O[Nv
�O Pu9WO 
)4u
8O N)R 4�O 659 g�O[d k
LDE1 
�O Pt
�O Lql�O nKkz
8O N)R UO M 
 
�O PUL
LDE2 
�O[4v
�O M 9WO P2
{g�O[gWg UO L24 
�O LU6
LDE3 
�O Pt
�OSRtl�O nKkz
8O N)R fWO[d�| 
�OSR=P
LDE4 
�OSRx
�O M 9WO 
)4tg�O[gWg 4�O 
59 
�O M R
LDE5 
�O[Nv
�O Pql�O nKkz
8O N)R UO M R 
�OSR54

Table 3: FE Heart1 problem
Algorithm � CR Max Min Mean Stdev
DE1 
�O 6V
8O M 4U
U
2
U
]PU
 M X2UY4 M O LU
}6)R2R5N�OSRUR
DE2 
�O~\
8O M 4U
U
2
U
<R�YP�XQ926U
U98O LU
�92
U9)4�O 624
DE3 
�O[NX
8O P�R54U
��456)4�^62PUP2L�O 
U
 M 
2N�O[N�
DE4 
�O PV
8O M N=9)
��4�74�^6U9)N M O PU
_P26UL�O 92P
DE5 
�O 9�
8O[RrNU4598�45P2
�q9)
U
)N�O 
U
 M Y4�O 6UL
LDE1 
�O 6V
8O M 9 M 6UP�4=9�4 M 626)R=98O~ M 9)LUL�O~QL
LDE2 
�O~\
8O M 9)N M 9<4568QP_6)4U4UP�O 6UPa9)LU
�O 624
LDE3 
�O[NX
8O P�N2R5
59pQ62
 M 424=9)L�O 6 M PU98UO L)R
LDE4 
�O PV
8O M l�f�g�g�f��8h�g��Wg8n h�O[|�d�n gWgjO d�h
LDE5 
�O 9�
8O[Rc6U6 M L>Q62P59r4U
2NUL�O MUM 9)
UP�O[45L

Table 4: CE Heart1 problem
Algorithm � CR Max Min Mean Stdev
DE1 
�O 6�
�O M 4568O 9 M  M O[45P>f�|jO |�d UO 6UL
DE2 
�O~�
�O M �W��O[d�f�7R�O 6ULi4U
�O~Q6 UO[N56
DE3 
�O[N]
�O Pi4568O 9 M 7R�O 6ULi4U
�O M 9 UO[45L
DE4 
�O P�
�O M 4568O L8w M O[45Pi4U
�O L24 UO[4UN
DE5 
�O 9<
�OSR�4568O 
U9�7R�O M 6i4U
�O 9 M UO 9)4
LDE1 
�O 6�
�O M 4=9WO[R M 7R�O 6ULi4U
�O LUL UO[N56
LDE2 
�O~�
�O M 4568O 9 M f�djO[k���4U
�O LU
 UO 6UP
LDE3 
�O[N]
�O Pi4568O 
U9�7R�O M 6i4U
�OSR M f�OS�8l
LDE4 
�O P�
�O M 4568O 
U9�7R�O M 6i4U
�O M L UO[4 M
LDE5 
�O 9<
�OSR�4568O L8w7R�O M 6i4U
�OSRUR UO 92P

5 Conclusions
A new memetic algorithm was proposed. The

algorithm uses as global search method the DE al-
gorithm and as local search method a local version
of the DE algorithm. The performance of the algo-
rithm has been tested in problems from the field of
medicine and the results are promising. The pro-
posed algorithms achieve a better performance than
the standard DE algorithms.
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